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PACKET A: Horses, forces, and fun with math 
S. Pierce Lab: Phil Lai and Brianna McHorse 
 
Horses are often used as a classical example of evolution. When we say “horses” we really 
mean the horse family, Equidae. Living Equidae has just one genus, Equus, which includes 
zebras, domestic horses, and several kinds of wild ass (donkeys and their relatives). However, 
this classic evolutionary story is sometimes portrayed as a straightforward, “linear” example of 
evolution- horses lost their toes as grasslands spread in order to run faster on hard ground. In 
addition to making this seem like horses had “directionality” in their evolution, it’s also not even 
clear what the initial (or major) driver of toe loss was in horses. Horse evolution more resembles 
a tree rather than a straight line. This phylogeny depicts the many equid lineages that went 
extinct. Looking back in time on horse evolution, it’s easy for us to provide an “obvious” reason 
why horses lost their toes. However, Brianna’s work is the first time that someone is actually 
exploring the forces that would have been present on extinct equid legs. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. A modified phylogeny depicting equids studied in McHorse et al. 2017. 
 
To understand how modern day equids managed to remain so large and athletic with only a 
single toe, we have to examine the structure of their bones. We will work through the following 
activity together in groups to explore the relationship between cross sectional area (area 
through the skinny side of the bone) and body mass in horses. 
 
To investigate the biomechanics of digit reduction, Brianna measured several characteristics of 
leg bones of extinct and living horses. She measured bone length and radius, cross sectional 
area (a measure of resistance to compression that usually comes from the body weight of the 
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animal), and second moment of area (a measure of resistance to bending, which comes when 
the bones are at an angle to the ground).  

 
Figure 2. A sketch depicting the direction of forces present on horse legs at different speeds. 
On the left, forces are mostly in line with the bone (compression); on the right, the angle makes 
for significant bending forces.  
 
Exercise I: Are bone measures larger in larger equids? 
1. Take 5-10 minutes to make a scientific drawing of the 3D printed MCIIIs (the third metacarpal) 
in your group. If you were a researcher, what aspects of the bone would you draw (think about 
scale, different orientations, cross sections)? Try to show these in your drawing. 
Large bone: Equus 
Medium bone: Mesohippus 
Small bone (careful, it’s fragile!): Hyracotherium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Share your drawings with other members of your group.  
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3. Write your hypotheses below for the relationship between cross sectional area (CSA) and 
equid body mass and second moment of area (SMoA) and equid body mass (2 hypotheses). 
I.e. if one species has a larger body mass than another, do you predict that its cross sectional 
area and second moment of area are larger or smaller? 
 
Cross sectional area & body mass: 
 
 
 
Second moment of area & body mass: 
 
 
 
4. Graph raw CSA vs. body mass and SMoA vs. body mass using Brianna’s data in Excel to test 
your hypothesis. Follow instructions below to create the graph. 

a. In the Excel sheet open on your computer, find the tab called “Graph1-CSA & SMoA vs. 
Body Mass”. 

b. Use your cursor to highlight all the data, including the labels (“mass”, “cross sectional 
area”, and “second moment of area”), in columns D, E, and F. It should look like this: 

 
c. Then click the “Charts” tab, then “Scatter”: 
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d. Add labels and a title to your axes so you can better interpret the graph. Click on a white 
space within the chart you just made, then the “Chart layout” tab should appear. Click the 
appropriate buttons to add a Chart title and Axes titles describing your graph. See the image 
below. 

 
e. Add a trendline. Click the trendline button in the image above, then scroll down to “Trendline 
options”. Excel will ask you which data series for which you want to insert a trendline. Pick either 
cross sectional area or second moment of area data series. A box will appear- click the box next 
to the option “Display equation on chart”. Click OK. Repeat for the second data series.  

 
 
 
5. Interpret your scatter plot. Are your hypotheses regarding cross sectional area, second 
moment of area, and body mass correct? 
 
 
 
 
 

 


